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Keck’s Presentation OutlineKeck’s Presentation Outline

•• OverviewOverview-- LewisLewis
– Strategy, Tactics, Timeline, Return to Science, Overall Cost, Collateral Damage

•• HQ facility HQ facility -- ShimkoShimko
– Damage and Safety issues 

•• Summit Facilities Summit Facilities -- MatsudaMatsuda
– Structural, electronics, optics and control system damage and recovery

•• Summit Instrumentation & Observing Summit Instrumentation & Observing -- HillHill
– Damage & recovery and observing logistics

•• Concluding Remarks Concluding Remarks -- LewisLewis
– Current status, remaining challenges, post quake recovery survey and next steps
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• Do not compromise safety or health 
• Minimize lost science time of both telescopes
• Manage efforts to avoid burnout of staff
• Make recovery efforts Observatory #1 priority
• Don’t re-arrange observing schedule to compensate for 

lost observing nights
• Regularly communicate our strategy and status to staff, 

Board, SSC, our community and public

Keck Quake RecoveryKeck Quake Recovery
OverallOverall StrategyStrategy
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Keck Quake RecoveryKeck Quake Recovery
ImplementationImplementation

• Formed emergency coordination team of key senior managers
– Responsible for overall strategy, determining activities and 

prioritizing tasks
– Met daily to coordinate all quake effort

• Focused efforts on summit repair first, then HQ (except for 
emergency repairs)

• Decided to concentrate on K1 because less damage to major 
systems (we thought!)

• Subordinated all other work, training, travel, vacations
• Developed comprehensive list of repair activities (~700 tasks)
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Observatory Recovery Tasks

WBS Status Functional
Area

Tel. Sub-system Priority Task Lead Skill
Level

Team
A

E1.1 C Electronics K1 Assess PRM system spares and order any long lead items RM MB

E1.2 C Electronics K1 Assess encoder spares and order any long lead items RM MB
E1.3 C Electronics K1 Notify ME team of long lead items so we can plan strategy 

accordingly
RM KK

E1.4 C Electronics K1 Label and remove all K1 Az PRM sensor brackets TN GA
E1.5 C Electronics K1 Uncouple both K1 Az Encoders from mounts KK TS
E1.6 C Electronics K1 Test both K1 Az Encoders GT KT,AH

E1.7 C Electronics K1 Determine if we need to locate/purchase encoders RM MB

E1.8 C Electronics K1 Repair sensors and brackets for K1 Az PRM sensors RM GA, CH

E1.9 C Electronics K1 Straighten and repair unistrut structure which the K1 Az PRM sensors 
attach to.

RM CH, GA

E1.10 C Electronics K1 Attach all 8 sensor brackets with working sensors onto unistruts, but 
adjust outboard of tabs so they won't hit during initial alignment

RM GA, TN, 
RN

E1.11 C Electronics K1 Reconnect sensor cables and check that sensors trigger properly at 
TDC when manually triggered.

TN TK, RN

E1.12 C Electronics K1 MILESTONE: Az sensors ready for initial alignment TN TK, RN
E1.13 C Electronics K1 Test ACS, AUX, TDC, Secondary GT AH

E1.14 C Electronics K1 Survey all visible K1 Az PRM tabs. Remove any that are damaged TN TK, RN

E1.15 C Electronics K1 el encoder TN TK, RN

E1.16 C Electronics K1 Move in Az in manual mode -- SMALL MOVE ONLY TK KK

E1.17 C Electronics K1 Test structural response of telescope in Az RM team

E1.18 C Electronics K1 Measure radial runout -- (make sure we're not going to break off tabs 
and motion is not sloppy)

RM team

E1.19 C Electronics K1 Check Secondary Mirror, Module and Focus Mechanism -- visual 
inspection

SP
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Keck Quake RecoveryKeck Quake Recovery

Date Day Task/Milestone

10/15/06 0 Secured facility; contacted staff, preliminary assessment

10/16/06 1 Initial assessment of damage to HQ, summit; created emerg management team

10/17/06 2 All staff return to work (HQ and summit)

10/20/06 5 Keck 1 telescope azimuth and elevation motion restored

10/24/06 9 Keck 1  initial sky tests *

10/29/06 14 Keck 1 telescope returned to science w/ LRIS *

10/29/06 14 Keck 2 telescope az and el motion restored *

11/03/06 19 Keck 2 initial sky tests

11/28/06 44 Return to normal operating procedures

11/07/06 23 Keck II telescope returns to science (interferometry)

12/02/06 48 Return to nominal science ops

* = limited performance
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• Returned to standard operating procedures 11/28
– Observing prep returned to highest priority
– Normal scheduling of activities
– Largely normal science ops, with a few restrictions

• Prepared a detailed list of science readiness requirements 
(100 performance and functionality specs) for declaring full 
return to normal science ops

• Return to nominal science operations on 12/2/06 

Keck Quake RecoveryKeck Quake Recovery
Return to ScienceReturn to Science
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Keck Quake RecoveryKeck Quake Recovery
FollowFollow--on activitieson activities

• After return to nominal science operations
– 10 day shutdown of Keck 1 to repair azimuth 

journal grout, completed early March 2007
– Repair of headquarters offices started in early 

March 2007
• Repair of critical areas completed in 

November 2006
• Staff survey administered and analyzed (Feb 2007)

– Response largely positive
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Keck Quake RecoveryKeck Quake Recovery
Cost of RepairCost of Repair

$188K

$118K
$70K

ProcurementsProcurements

$861K$673KTotalTotal

$681K$563KSummitSummit
$180K$110KHeadquartersHeadquarters
TotalTotalLaborLaborLocationLocation
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Keck Quake RecoveryKeck Quake Recovery
Collateral DamageCollateral Damage

• Lost ~5 weeks of science between the 2 telescopes
• Important activities were displaced by the recovery effort

– Routine maintenance (primary mirror seg exchange)
– Commissioning of new capability (Cassegrain ADC)
– Development projects (K1 LGS, Guider and 

acquisition system upgrade)
• Disruption to Observatory more than just time spent on 

recovery. Rescheduling of activities delayed important 
internal initiatives



Safety and Health
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Emergency ResponseEmergency Response

• Headquarters
– Facility Manager & SHEA Officer nearby
– Extensive ceiling/lights damage
– Power shut off and Keep Out signs posted
– Incident Command Post 

• Initiated call tree by department
• Formed defacto Emergency Operations Group

• Summit
– In route dayshift performed cautious evaluation
– Little obvious damage, no immediate threats
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Disaster Response and RecoveryDisaster Response and Recovery

• Response teams manned
– Safety supplies needed from summit for HQ

• Hard hats, safety glasses, gloves, dust masks 
• Summit teams performed detailed evaluation

• Emergency Management Group formed
– Directors, finance, public relations, Sr. managers
– Coordinated overall response and communication
– Preliminary business recovery planning
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Lessons LearnedLessons Learned

• Emergency Response Plans, Earthquake Recovery checklist
• Safety Performance

– No injuries, potential fatigue related minor vehicle damage, ladder use
• Develop Emergency Management Plan 

– Protect employees and environment, 
enhance recovery

– Analyze capabilities, hazards, and vulnerabilities
– Emergency Management Group - Emergency 

Operations Center
– Emergency Operations Group

• Incident Commander, response teams
• Pre-positioning of emergency supplies

– Business Recovery Plan
• Department recovery plans
• Recovery teams and alert lists
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Keck Quake Recovery:
Where Were You?
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Keck Quake Recovery:
Summary

– Amazingly the Keck telescope physical plant, structures, optics and 
the majority of instruments were spared from major damamage!

– The interfaces between the telescope structure to the telescope pier 
acted as a giant mechanical fuse – absorbing the quakes’ energy
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Keck Quake Recovery
Keck 2

Keck II azimuth radial hydrostatic bearing support and seismic restraint
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Keck Quake Recovery

Keck II azimuth radial hydrostatic bearing support and seismic restraint
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Keck Quake Recovery 
Control System

azimuth drive track 
and encoder surface 
was damaged by 
significant translation 
of the telescope 
(~12mm amplitude).

Damage to the azimuth drive track and encoder surface 

(17m diameter surface flat to within .004”) Keck II azimuth encoder
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Keck Quake Recovery:
Control System Performance Problems

• Reduced Az Range
– K1: Localized excessive axial journal 

deflections (later slides)
• Reduced Az Slew Speed

– K1: Axial journal deflections
– K1/K2: Drive wheel toe 

misalignments
• Az Servo Instability

– K2: Mechanical interference on 
drive wheel preload mechanism 
caused drives to oscillate

• Encoding System Calibration
– K1/K2: Encoder wheel 

misalignment
– K1: Problems with precision 

reference mark (PRM) fitting 
routine due to sensors/interrupters 
having moved during repairs

– K1/K2: Loss of azimuth zero point
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Keck Quake RecoveryKeck Quake Recovery
Journal DeflectionsJournal Deflections
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Keck Quake Recovery
Grout Repair

“SCBRI Epoxy Grout Injection”
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Keck Quake Recovery
Post-quake Azimuth Journal Axial Deflection 

– Before and After Grout Repair
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Keck Quake Recovery
Dome and Shutters

Drew Medeiros (left) Chris Hunt (right) and Jim Bell (bottom) realign the Keck I 
dome radial restraints which guide the 700 ton dome.
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Instrument DamageInstrument Damage

• Damage to instruments ranged from mild to considerable.  
One (almost) common theme: Damage not obvious at first.

• OSIRIS and DSM were most badly damaged.  Internal G-10 
optical bench support snapped and jack screw on handler
bent respectively.

• LRIS, HIRES, ESI all had one or more electronics boards 
loosened, resulting in various failures.  LRIS and ESI 
problems not detected until instrument tipped and rotated.  
(Shaken then stirred)

• LRIS slit viewing guider was damaged (cracked coolant line). 
• HIRES focus changed considerably.  Troubling because still 

not understood.
• NIRSPEC image rotator possibly damaged.
• Two CCDs in DEIMOS mosaic showing bias anomalies.
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OSIRIS DamageOSIRIS Damage
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HIRES Focus ShiftHIRES Focus Shift
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NIRSPEC Image RotatorNIRSPEC Image Rotator
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Return to Operations StrategyReturn to Operations Strategy

• Keck did not shut down completely during recovery phase.
• Inability to run repair shifts 24 hours/day meant that time 

was available for limited observing.
• Logistically simpler to shut down completely for some 

period, but goal was to provide some on-sky testing as 
repairs progressed.  Some valuable science was achieved 
during this period because of this choice.

• Classical scheduling meant managing expectations of 
observers via frequent updates and resisting temptation to 
balance outcome via schedule changes.

• Close coordination between repair and support personnel 
required to ensure safety and reduce impact to recovery.
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In Hindsight…….In Hindsight…….

• Are handling cart designs sufficiently robust?
• Should CCR compressor cooling be on the generator?
• Subsystems may fail after first testing okay, especially once 

subjected to additional motion.  i.e. test and retest.
• Significant time lost on sky due to loose boards (LRIS & 

ESI).  Should have reseated all boards and connections?
• Opto-mechanically, were Nasmyth instruments most badly 

affected?  i.e. not designed with changing gravity vector in 
mind.

• AO benches, IF, and laser all came through okay.  Some 
realignment of AO components necessary.
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Keck Quake RecoveryKeck Quake Recovery
Concluding RemarksConcluding Remarks
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Keck Quake Recovery Lessons LearnedKeck Quake Recovery Lessons Learned
Technical MattersTechnical Matters

• Telescope problems worse than initially anticipated
– Physical damage to components significant but not the biggest 

challenge
– Alignment of mechanical systems more difficult to diagnose and 

much harder to correct than expected
• Strategy of getting to observing quickly in order to test our 

full system response had some important corollary benefits 
(though weather was generally poor in this period)
– Some good science came from time made available to observers
– Achieved first light on our AO Next Gen Wavefront Controller
– Able to perform important interferometer commissioning tests
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Keck Quake Recovery Lessons LearnedKeck Quake Recovery Lessons Learned
Human FactorsHuman Factors

• Availability of very experienced key staff dating back to telescope 
commissioning critical to getting back on line quickly

• Communications to general staff good, but could have been better
– Key managers deeply involved in recovery efforts
– Headquarters staff not as well informed as summit staff (where the focus of 

our work was)
• Efforts to maintain good communication were well received by 

our community
– Received strong support from Board, Science Steering Committee and User 

community
• Observatory leadership very proud of our staff responsiveness, 

commitment, dedication and teamwork



Keck Quake Recovery Lessons LearnedKeck Quake Recovery Lessons Learned
Effects on StaffEffects on Staff

• Initial response: High morale
– Increased teamwork: positive experience (akin to construction), great 

cross-training opportunities; excellent collaboration across groups, 
renewed respect for the talents of each other

• After initial return to science (~ 6 weeks): signs of burnout
– Some staff still working very long hours, weekends
– Signs of stress emerge: aftershocks continue; need to deal with issues at 

home; some new problems surface, some earlier problems remain
– Moving straight from extreme pressure of recovery to high pressure of 

supporting full observing hard on staff (little down time)
• Current situation:

– Follow-on effects of disruption still quite marked in a few areas, leading 
to frustration at slow pace of initiative, extra stress on some staff

– Most areas returned to normal with some work remaining
• Need to continue to pay close attention to follow-on effects of 

the earthquake on staff morale and productivity


